A short, highly active photoreceptor-specific enhancer/promoter region upstream of the human rhodopsin kinase gene.
Rhodopsin kinase (Rk or GRK1) is a photoreceptor-specific enzyme that mediates adaptation of photoreceptors to light and protects these cells against light-induced injury. This study examined the transcriptional mechanisms that maintain physiologic levels of this essential enzyme in photoreceptors. The 2.0-kb region flanking the 5' end of the human Rk gene was isolated, mapped, and sequenced. The sequence was fused upstream of the luciferase gene and was tested for promoter activity in retinoblastoma cells by transient transfection. Transcriptionally active segments were identified by deletion and site-directed mutagenesis. Transgenic mice were generated that carried the immediate 5' flanking segment linked upstream of the enhancerless green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene. GFP expression was analyzed by RT-PCR, fluorescence microscopy, and immunohistochemistry. Mapping and sequence analysis uncovered a TATA-less promoter with several recognizable elements concentrated proximally. A conserved putative homeodomain response element H1 and a GC- and a GA-rich motif were noted within a 0.11-kb region. Another putative homeodomain binding site, H2, and a stretch of C-rich repeats were present distally. Mutagenesis in conjunction with transient transfection in retinoblastoma cells identified the 0.11-kb region and H1 sequence as the key active enhancer-promoter sequences. The distal sequences were inhibitory. Transgenic mice that carried the 0.11-kb DNA segment with the GFP gene linked downstream showed GFP transcript, fluorescence, and immunoreactivity that were restricted to photoreceptors. The experiments defined a short, highly active photoreceptor-specific enhancer-promoter region upstream of the Rk gene. The H1 element contributed substantially but not exclusively to the transcriptional activity of the region. The findings support a transcriptional basis for photoreceptor-specific expression of Rk.